
paul@paulwainwrightphotography.com 

From: "Dennis Krause" <Dennis_Krause@msn.com>
Date: Tuesday, May 28, 2019 8:51 PM
To: <p.mcvay@comcast.net>
Cc: <paul@paulwainwrightphotography.com>; <wilvalent@yahoo.com>; <denise_legault@uml.edu>; 

<jeffmn1213@comcast.net>; <diving4bugs@yahoo.com>
Subject: Fw: Marshall Land Trails White Blaze Loop
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Pete,

I finished up blazing the Marshall Land trail this AM Blue blazing the branch trails to compliment the two 
primary White blazed loops the day before.  The connecting trail corridor to the Hampstead trails was 
blazed in Red as well as a trail segment in Atkinson Conservation Lands (ACL) (stopped at ACL boundary 
line) that would connect to the Stickney trail system.  The trails in the Marshall parcel appears to be 
used and maybe maintained by bikers:  trail motorcycles, mountain bikes and ATV's.  These vehicles are 
entering at two points along Boulder Cove Rd.  There at least 4 or 5 different painted blaze colors on 
trails throughout the parcel depending on what group is riding.

Along the primary loop trails in White I found 5 or 6 station posts as referenced in the "Marshall Trail 
Guide" prepared in 2002.  I think things have change significantly since then.  Plan to Blue blaze a trail 
branch off Hemlock Heights Rd as a third entrance point as shown on the AllTrails app and will check out 
some the station post descriptions, especially station 1...the granite Atkinson/Hampstead boundary line.

This finishes the trail blazing of the ACL (Marshall Trust and Slade Town Forest left for wandering) and 
will determine the best procedure to re-walk the trails for a smooth trace.  Probably experiment with 
Sawyer trails since it is close...I think the pause button on the app should work.

The Blue blazing of the Marshall Land trails will follow this e-mail.  Click on the AllTrails link below the 
following map diagram for additional details.

Dennis

----- Original Message -----
From: Dennis Krause
To: Dennis Krause ; dkrause3
Sent: Sunday, May 26, 2019 3:18 PM
Subject: Marshall Land Trails White Blaze Loop

Check out my activity on AllTrails.



https://www.alltrails.com/explore/recording/marshall-land-trails-white-blaze-loop?p=-1

Sent from my iPhone
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